SECTION 17. World history. History of science and technology.

ISHHABUDDIN MARJANI’S THEOLOGIC VIEWS ON THE BASIS OF THE BOOK “AL-HIKMA AL-BALIGA”

Abstract: In this article Shihabuddin Marjani’s views on Islamic beliefs are explained on the basis of the book “Al-hikma al-baliga”. Furthermore Marjani’s relation to the science of Kalam is also analyzed on the basis of some proofs.
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Introduction
The full name of Marjani is Shihabuddin Harun ibn Bahauddin ibn Subhan ibn Abdulkarim ibn Abdulvattab ibn Abdulgani ibn Abdulquddus ibn Yadash ibn Yadgar ibn Umar Marjani (1233-1306/1818-1889) [3: 325-327].

Marjani first started learning from his father Bahauddin Subhan. He began to teach at Madrasa when he was 17 years old. He made a scientific journey to Bukhara and Samarkand which were the scientific centers of that time. He got acquainted with “Sharh al-aqoid an-Nasafi” of Taftazani and other books during his journey and decided to write a book about Islamic beliefs which was free from any philosophical views.

Materials and Methods
Marjani tried to explain Abu Hanifa’s way and interpreted Umar Nasafi’s “Aqoid” only according to Qur’an and Hadith without any philosophical views after returned to his Motherland. That is why we can find information about his views on Islamic beliefs mainly in his book “Al-hikma al-baliga al-janiya fi sharh al-aqoid al-hanafiya”. Kashshaf Tarjumani tried to gather Marjani’s views on Islamic beliefs in the collection named “Marjani” which was published in 1915 in relation with the 100th anniversary of his birth [6: 1/28-72]. Modern researchers also discussed Marjani’s some views. One of Tatar researchers Aydar Yuzeev tried to explain the philosophical and religious aspects of Marjani’s heritage in his scientific articles. We also can see information about Marjani’s views on Islamic beliefs in Turkish researcher Ibrahim Marasha’s research works which were devoted to the problem of Jadids [5].

Marjani especially said that books on Islamic beliefs which were mixed with the science of Logic (Mantiq) had gone out of date and emphasized the necessity of writing books on Islamic beliefs according to Qur’an and Hadith in a new direction. Marjani did not approve the students who were reading the secondary books instead of the primary books when he studied in Samarkand and Bukhara. Qursavi’s impact on Marjani to change his views on the science of Kalam was very great. Because Qursavi wrote new and old interpretations on “Aqoid” of Nasafi and emphasized the necessity of following Abu Hanifa’s way to explain the science of Aqoid in these interpretations.

Marjani wanted to write a book which was free from the intellectual, logical and philosophical views which appeared in the science of Kalam in medieval centuries and chose “Aqoid” of Nasafi as a basis for himself. He said about it: “Because “Aqoid” of Nasafi was written according to the true and orthodox religious rules of Hanafi Madhhab (those who opposed to them were always hit and persecuted) which our ancestors followed, that is why it is a very important and dear book [4: 3].

Marjani said about Mu’tazila and its followers who mixed up the Islamic teaching with the sciences such as philosophy and logic: “Indeed, old scholars and Faqihs decided not to have a good relation with those who learned the science of Kalam and the
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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Having old ones kept it tightly. All Him with all names which He calls, are known and description is unknown among attributes. All of these attributes are Allah's qualities and says: “Know, there are some aspects among Allah’s attributes which separates them from each other although they are similar to each other in sense. Only close people to Allah know this difference. The distinguished scholar’s way for justifying Allah’s names and attributes was to follow and submit Allah’s Book and Hadiths of the prophet. That is why we must believe in Allah’s names and attributes which are given in the Book and Hadiths knowing that is forbidden to interpret them, to explain one attribute with another, to multiply the God, to add something to them, to equal with someone… That is why the early scholars did not use the attribute “Al-vajib” for Allah. Indeed, to call Allah with this name was appeared under the impact of Greek Philosophy. If who says that there is ijmá’ on this problem, then he will oppose to ijmá’” [4: 26].

Marjani says that Allah’s attributes such as “Al-vajib” which were mentioned in the books related to the science of Kalam are belonged to the philosophers. Marjani does not avoid from learning and discussing the terms of the philosophers and mutakallims but he drives them out from the science of “Aqoid”. In another place Marjani says that: “Know, the followers (of Abu Hanifa) way in which they imitated to the distinguished scholars is to describe Allah with all attributes which He describes Himself and to call Him with all names which He calls Himself. There are mutashabihis of which the basis is known and description is unknown among attributes and names given in the Book and Hadiths and mentioned by the author (Nasafi) such as Al-jalal, Al-ikram, Al-juud, Al-in’am, Al-izza, Al-a’zama, Al-yad, Al-vajj, Al-istiva and others, anything of which basis is known does not become invalid when its description is unknown. All of these attributes are from Allah. That is why it is necessary to believe in them” [4: 6-7].

This is about Mu’tazila’s discussions on the science of Kalam. Then Marjani said that: “It is a vain science. We cannot obtain this science even with learning it for many years. The science of Kalam is considered as the product of the science of Jadal. Mu’tazila developed Jadal as a science because of they learned the different philosophical books which were interpreted during the reign of Ma’mun and put the science of Kalam as opposite to it and mixed it up with philosophy” [4: 6-7].

Imams of four Madhhabs and their followers Abu Mansur Maturidi, Abu Musa Ash’ari, Abulmuin Nasafi, Abu Hafs Nasafi and other scholars [2: 11] did not like the science of Kalam which was developed according to Mu’tazila’s views. Shihabuddin Marjani emphasized it too. In general the rationalism, anti-authoritarianism and criticism of Kalam do not correspond to Ahl al-sunna val-jamaa’s views [2: 11].

The problem of the science of Kalam in the book “Al-hikma al-baliga” of Marjani is a relatively new thing in Tatar religious and philosophical thought in the second half of XIX century. Qursavi has advanced such kind of views before Marjani. But this scholar’s books were published only in XX century. That is why we can say that Marjani’s books were the first works to be published in this sphere [7: 35].

For Marjani the science of “Tavhid” was different from the science of “Kalam”. He said that learning the science of “Tavhid” was possible and necessary but learning the science of “Kalam” was forbidden. Some scholars of theology called the science of “Tavhid” as the science of Kalam or Aqida [1: 9-10] and they still call it such. Tatar scholars [6: 35], especially old ones kept it tightly. Marjani’s position in this relation may be similar to the opinion of the traditionalists. For Tatar scholars of theology the difference between Aqida and Kalam is that the science of Kalam is deal with the problems which are not related to bases and foundations of Islam. That is why they say that it is forbidden do declare someone who does not agree with the conclusion of Kalam on a certain problem as an apostate. One of the most important problems of theology is Allah’s attributes. Marjani interprets Allah’s qualities and says: “Know, there are some aspects among Allah’s attributes which separates them from each other although they are similar to each other in sense. Only close people to Allah know this difference. The distinguished scholar’s way for justifying Allah’s names and attributes was to follow and submit Allah’s Book and Hadiths of the prophet. That is why we must believe in Allah’s names and attributes which are given in the Book and Hadiths knowing that is forbidden to interpret them, to explain one attribute with another, to multiply the God, to add something to them, to equal with someone… That is why the early scholars did not use the attribute “Al-vajib” for Allah. Indeed, to call Allah with this name was appeared under the impact of Greek Philosophy. If who says that there is ijmá’ on this problem, then he will oppose to ijmá’” [4: 26].

Marjani says that Allah’s attributes such as “Al-vajib” which were mentioned in the books related to the science of Kalam are belonged to the philosophers. Marjani does not avoid from learning and discussing the terms of the philosophers and mutakallims but he drives them out from the science of “Aqoid”.

In another place Marjani says that: “Know, the followers (of Abu Hanifa) way in which they imitated to the distinguished scholars is to describe Allah with all attributes which He describes Himself and to call Him with all names which He calls Himself. There are mutashabihis of which the basis is known and description is unknown among attributes and names given in the Book and Hadiths and mentioned by the author (Nasafi) such as Al-jalal, Al-ikram, Al-juud, Al-in’am, Al-izza, Al-a’zama, Al-yad, Al-vajj, Al-istiva and others, anything of which basis is known does not become invalid when its description is unknown. All of these attributes are from Allah. That is why it is necessary to believe in them” [4: 6-7].
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1As it was mentioned above the attributes such as “Hand” and “Istiva” are metaphorically explained by many scientists of theology. So we can understand the attribute “Hand” as the power and authority and the attribute “Istiva” as having and taking. (See: Абдулмалик Абурахмон. Шарх ан-хасафия. Б. 68-73).
their exterior side and to affirm their interior side and to submit their science to Allah [4: 28-29].

Here we can see that Marjani followed Abu Hanifa’s way for interpreting mutashabih attributes. Indeed, in the teaching of Ahl al-sunna val-jamaa there are two different views about Allah’s attributes. The first view is called “Aslam” (quiet) and the second view is called “Alkami” (exact). The scholars of Ahl al-sunna val-jamaa from Abu Hanifa to Abu Mansur Maturidi followed “Aslam” (quiet) tightly. It was acceptable and suitable to follow this way in that time. But in the time of Maturidi Allah’s attributes were explained and interpreted in the different ways by Mu'tazila and amount of the attributes were explained and interpreted in the way in that time. Indeed, in the teaching of Ahl al-sunna val-jamaa from Abu Hanifa’s way for interpreting mutashabih attributes. The first view is called “Aslam” (quiet) and the second view is called “Ahkam” (exact). The attributes. The first view is called “Aslam” (quiet) and the second view is called “Ahkam” (exact). The scholars of Ahl al-sunna val-jamaa did not take measures against it and followed Abu Hanifa and the distinguished scholars’ way for interpreting Allah’s attributes it would be so dangerous for Ummat’s unity.

In this dangerous situation Imam Maturidi interpreted mutashabih attributes with the proofs and translated Abu Hanifa and the distinguished scholars’ way suitably for his time. According to the circumstances of his time Marjani advanced the idea that it was acceptable and suitable to follow Abu Hanifa’s way for interpreting Allah’s attributes. Doing it he wanted to reject the anthropomorphism. It is known for us that there are some verses of which meanings are known only to Allah in Qur’an and Hadiths. Muslims must believe in them and affirm them not questioning “how” or defining.

Marjani tried to interpret Nasafi’s “Aqoid” with the religious proofs. But in some places he had to address to Philosophy and Logic. We can see it in such places where Marjani falsified Mu’tazila and Ash’ariyya. But he did not complicate it as Taftazani mixed up the logical and philosophical views on the themes of “The truth of things” and “Knowing and the means of knowing”. He tried to write his book in a simple and fluent language. Marjani’s book gives us important information about the views on Muslim beliefs of his century.
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